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Blooded Soaked Tears
 
as a lost soul wakes ashes lay around her
as she looks up the sun has turned silver
while the rain doesn't stop a memory floods back
while her heart aches tears tremble down her face
as a lullaby plays around her child hood comes to mind
with the yelling echos through the walls around
as the lullaby plays around her goes silent
as she opens the door broken bottles lay on the floor
her eyes look around her seeing a blade as she screams
that could chill anyone's bones around
as the silence finally breaks with shaking knees
she lose her strength as her sanity finally breaks
while the tears dry up that day a smile fades
just like the wind with the same smell of ashes around her
tears turns dry once more as she walks through a grave yard
alone all around all that can be seen are crows
other then a little boy with a twisted smile
within sparkles in his eyes that faded
just like her smile on that night
as his laugh echoes around while
the moonlight shines over them they finally fade
like his sanity and smile
leaving just a memory of ashes and screams
after this night a curse uproots
as the girls parents wake one night
to see around them silver fire around
all they can smell are ashes and blood
they survive this night but in the morning
lays their daughters body covered in cuts
but she wasn't scared on her face
their was a twisted smile of satisfaction
as they wonder this night what went wrong
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Cherry Blossom Melody
 
as the moon turns scarlet
cherry blossoms fall like rain
with the sound of a lullaby
a tear trickles down
as the maiden sings her song
with each note that plays
her voice fills in the silence
as all who hears her sleep away
within sweet dreams with a tear
and a smile on this night
as her song is heard
within the light from scarlet moon
shining as her fingers strung each string
the harp becomes a part of her
as it sounds like an choir of angels
while only one sits beside her a lonely boy
that never smiles with a smile on his face
as tears trickle down his cheek
to his mind he try's to find the words
so he can describe this night and the maiden
who song stole his heart and soul
every time the image of a rose comes to him
to explain the light of the moon shining
reflecting in her blue eyes
as she sang as he falls asleep on her lap
just smiling the maiden falls asleep
as the raven perch's on the cherry blossom tree
the maiden and the boy sleep in peace
as her song echo's in the distance smiles didn't fade
as cherry blossoms fell as the raven flew away
the harp finally stopped within silence
came no one was awaken as the maiden
and the boy slept under the cherry blossom tree that night
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Crystal Nightmare
 
on a frost lit night
a moon shines bright
as a lost little girl wonders
not knowing where she is
or how she got their this night
within this frozen crystal forest
where around lays howls
and hoots from nearby owls
from the corner of her eye
she sees a raven with white feathers
that look like a spectral fiend
more then a ghostly raven from afar
as he flutters his wings and lands her shoulder
she sees that he is far kinder then he looks
as a requiem plays in the distance
she cant stand to smile and dance to it
as the moon light reflects off the crystal trees
around looks like northern lights above
but nearby she smells something that makes her freeze
so scared like the last thing she remembers till now
the smell of blood and decay that lays around
as she sees a bird slowly dying covered in blood
with a crystal shard stuck in its neck as she cry's
golden tears tremble down her chest
as she wakes up she realizes it was all a twisted dream
at least that is what she thought in till next to her lays
the silver raven on the bust of iris next to her
on that night she finally snapped from this fear
as her sanity breaks this is where the story ends
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Frozen Crystal Abyss
 
within a frozen world
a little girl lives alone
lost within time itself
in till one day to her surprise
she comes across a silver raven
his eyes as scarlet as blood
but to her their beautiful
as she smiles to his surprise
he sings to her each night
to help warm her heart each night
from this cold timeless place
trapped within a crystal castle
filled with anything most would want
as he wonders if she had a family
but to afraid to ask at all
one day she tells him a tale
of a girl that survived a raid
where everyone but her died that night
with scarlet blood and flames all around
as a lullaby played that invoked chaos
her favorite lullaby the only one around
as he hears it he loves it as well
then he sees what happened in his eyes
shocked and silent within a frozen world
looking at a girl with tears trembling down
just screaming calling for her brother to come
as her life was turned to blood and ashes
with one last act taking the crystal blade on the ground
and cutting her own throat open leaving no survivors
as it all makes sense to the silver raven after that
the little girl is afraid that he will leave now
but he decides to stay to keep her company tll the end
just to see her smile and shining eyes
as they play and sing within the frozen world
it is thought that they faded away all together
but if you believe the legend told to children
they lived their for eternity a little girl
and the faithful silver raven by her side
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Muses Song
 
within a starlight sky
scarlet rose petals rain down
as an angel sings the moon shine violet
as it shines over the muses lake
her lost soul awakes as she rises
from the depths her eyes peer through
looking as dark as the ravens feather
the lake reflects the silver stars above
hope beckons as the angel song plays
the lullaby breaks the silence
as the lost muse sings along with the words
flows clearly as scarlet roses fall from above
silver light shines bringing lost hope
that once hidden shows tonight
within the silver moon light resonates
as the muse holds a scarlet rose
looking above as memory flows through
she sings before she sleeps once more
as the fae and animals sleep around her lake
she goes back to slumber once more
the story goes as moonlight nights
that happens once each 50 years
the muse rises once more to sing
she wonders if she will see the poet once more
will the story end the night the poet returns
but some think a new story will begin that night
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Shattered Sanity
 
as a violin plays ghosts arise around
within the morning mist crows lay in waiting
around a silver tree as a boy sits silent scared and afraid
as a ghostly violin plays tears trickle down his cheek
as his smile fades away he looks up at the stars
wondering if any are for him if he is just alone now
other then the crows around as his tears stop falling
his sanity slowly fly's away like the wings of a raven
as dark as the midnight sky no where to be found
within his broken eyes lays a million tears
as the violin stops playing he sees dead bodies around
covered in scarlet blood he shatters at the sight
as insanity grasp his soul he starts to laugh at the sight
while he sees a blood soaked blade he holds it to the moon
with a twisted smile on his face his laugh echos within the valley
as the violet moons light shines the crows fly away one by one
just like that boys tears and sanity within crimson flames
he burns turning to ashes like the rest the last thing to be heard
that night was the twisted laugh of a shattered boy
that ended his life that night when he shattered
the sight and set the forest ablaze in crimson fire
they say you can still hear his twisted laugh
even his scared screams as tears trickle down
the very moment his sanity shattered the story ended
as the violin plays one last time as the mist fades
a story goes you can see a ghost with a twisted smile
some think he just takes a form of a boy each time
but if the story is true he stays their waiting for the crows
as he laughs his twisted laugh with tears slowly falling down
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Starless Lullaby
 
a lake shimmers a tainted star shines
within the forest noise shatters into silence
as the sun sets down rose petals fall around
over a unmarked grace as a music box plays
from within the silver coffin
like a spark of life awakening piercing through the silence
as a little girls hears it as she into a grove of roses
around her roses as red as scarlet
the same color as her long hair
as she looks up at the moon
the lyrics to this lullaby comes as it
resonates with her heart tears tremble down
as she looks at the moon light lake with her emerald colored eyes
she hymns the lullaby as it reaches to the end of the forest
all the animals around fall asleep one by one
as they hear her voice smiling as there nightmares fade away
even on this starless nights the forests beauty shines bright
as she falls asleep that night under the moon
wolves gather to keep her safe as she sleeps peacefully
on this starless night the night beauty is shown
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Storm Requiem
 
within fury filled wind
lays a banshees echo
as she screams out this night
thunder clashes around
as lightning echos in the distances
but as the sunlight fades this night
a storm surrounds her this night
around lays the smell of blood
caught within the black wind around
as she sings are last requiem
all banshees in the distance weep
as the last note plays her life ends
leaving only a echo of her requiem
with the storm gone the smell of blood stains
the ground around lays only her ashes
all that remains of her now is
the echo of her requiem that plays
on each blood moon night
over where she sang her last song
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The Lone Valkyrie
 
the lone Valkyrie
as a spear lays
chipped and rusty
as it rains this night
on a forgotten Valkyries grave
with each drop that falls down
the sword never leaves it spot
sturdy like the ones beneath it heart
as a little boy sits down admiring it
the spirit of a armored maiden appears
the spirit tells him her name is Isabella
he replies by saying his name is Adam
on this night he listens to any of her tales
as the first one starts his his shine like stars
the first one starts on a silver grass meadow
where she first tasted battle surprised at the sight
as blades clashed and blood stained the roses
with weak knees she stood up and grabbed the spear
as it plunged in she didnt feel fear but her blood rushing
nearby a valkyrie was passing by to her surprised
six bandits lay dead around a little girl no less then seven
covered in their blood not knowing how to react
but she didnt let go off the spear gripping it like her own heart
so she asked the women her name with just a smile
the answer she got is my name is Joan and after that day
she traveled and train along side Joan in till she was ready
to go on her on but not soon after that day a tragedy struck
she would die in the next battle she fought and she knew it
but Isabella fought it and tuck down everyone around her
and the villagers she saved that night dug this grave
as Adam saw them putting flowers on it each night
to respect the Valkyrie that protected them so long ago
Adam made his house right next to Isabella's grave
so that she could have a friend to talk to each day
and this is where this story but a legend goes
that when he passed away Adam and Isabella passed on
where they spend their lives together in peace
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Timeless Lullaby
 
by scarlet sky's
time seems frozen
in a haunting light
a lullaby resonates
from the strings of a silver violin
a eclipse stands still
when a voice breaks the silence
the beasts wakes once more
to see a world frozen in time
as sounds echo through wind
as it resonate a child laughs
the sound unfreezes time
up above a silver light shines
as it looks like a illusion this night
in till a young banshee with scarlet hair smiles
along side a elve with black hair and a violin
as they leave this night a story is born
about star cross sisters that time freezes for
so all can hear their lullaby each night
and this is how this story begins and ends
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Twilight Forest
 
as times collide
a mirror shatters
within it lies
a place of harmony
a forest lost in time
where fairy's dance
as wolves howl their songs
under a violet moon
this night a miracle happens
a little girl barely age five
as she stumbles this night
right into the frozen forest
the fairy queen greets her
to her surprise both are smiling
when she asks for her name
the little girl says Annabel
then she sings along this night
with the fairy's and wolves
then they lay stunned smiling
when she sings a new song
so beautiful each of them cry
but with the truest smiles
as the moonlight shines
making them looking wonderful
as the queen asks her this night
if the little one would become princess
she says yes with a smile on her face
then the queen asks her why she said yes
to her surprise she was a orphan
and to her she just found her family
among theses fairy's and wolves
that is where this tale ends
what happens after stays in the frozen forest
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Unlikely Family
 
as dawn sways in
the light lingers till it fades
within the forest a small boy lays
as he wakes with no memories
he wonder how he ended up their
but the moment he sees the wolves around
he forgets all about it as he smiles
somehow able to understand each one
as they wake and gather around him
all they see is a heartfelt smile
but not all of them feel the same
as the packs mistress finally wakes
her smile is purer but her eyes exposes it
that she wonders if the little boy ran here
to get out of a troubled life to be with wolves
or if he was just forgotten and abandoned
soon after he grew up and the story goes
that she bit him and he changed into them
a new story starts as she feel in love with him
so it is said that he stayed with him in till his dying breath
it was found out that he was forgotten and abandoned
left alone within the dark forest to wonder onward
in till he came across a family that most would fear
so with this the tale ends with a happy ending
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